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By Joel S. Kaminsky

Abingdon Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 384 pages. Introductions to the Hebrew Bible (or Old
Testament) tend toward extensive scholarly discussion with little to introduce the student to the
tremendous influence this seminal collection has had on contemporary society or to the
complexities of reading ancient religious literature today. Further, few books, if any, discuss the
differing ways Jews and Christians approach this common scripture, or how each group
appropriates its teachings in divergent, conflicting, and often complex ways. Related to this issue is
the problem of how scholarly approaches to reading this literature often stand in stark contrast to
popular and religious approaches. This disparity of methods usually startles the inexperienced
student and can be alarming, indeed shocking, to religious practitioners. Even mentioning, for
instance, that Moses might not have written all of the Torah, or that Job may not be historical,
makes some students and religious adherents uncomfortable and sends others into strong feelings
of suspicion toward the one speaking. This book will seek to take an approach that addresses such
concerns in a sympathetic yet critical fashion and also provide overviews, charts, timeline, glossary,
and other student helps. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive...
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This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i am
going to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual
lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Estr ella  Howe DV M-- Estr ella  Howe DV M

Absolutely essential study book. It normally fails to price excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this publication to find out.
-- Ma r iela  Str om a n-- Ma r iela  Str om a n
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